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A complete stage of an axial-flow compressor designed to pro- 
duce a high pressure ratio by use of the opt- combination of high 
blade loading and high relative inlet M%h number w&a investigated 
at speeds from ll0 to 130 percant of design speed (836 ft/sec); the 
data obtained and the results of a previous investigation of the 
same compressor at speeds from 50 to 100 percent of design speed 
were used to determine the effect of Mach nmber on over-all per- 
formance. The blading of this compressor was designed on the basis 
of low-speed cascade data and did not account for any variation of 
blade performance with Mach number. This investigation covered a 
range of relative inlet Mach numbers at the mean radius of the rotor 
blades from 0.34 to 0.91. 
At the highest equivalent tip speed investigated (1088 ft/sec), 
a maximum total-pressure ratio of 1.635 was obtained at an adiabatic 
efficiency of 0.74; at the peak-efficiency point for this speed, a 
total-pressure ratio of 1.628 was obtained at an adiabatic efficiency 
of 0.75. 
The peak adiabatic efficiency gradually decreased from 0.93 
to 0.89 as the relative inlet Mach number at the mean radius of the 
. rotor blades increased from 0.34 to 0.77.and the total-pressureratio 
increased from 1.095 to 1.515. Above a relative Mach number of 0.77, 
the efficiency rapidly decreased. At the highest speed investigated, 
the peak efficiency decreased to 0.75 at a relative inlet &ch num- 
ber at the rotor inlet of 0.91. 
The angle of attack at the mean radius of the rotor inlet for 
peak efficiency was nearly constant up to a Mach number of 0.68 
and was approximately 5.5O above the design angle of attack obtained 
from cascade data. At Mach numbers above 0.68, the angle of attack 
for maximum efficiency decreased and approached a minimum value 
approximately 1.4' above the design value. 
. 
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In order to obtain a maximum pressure ratio from an axial- 
flow compressor sage with a given stagger angle, it is necessary 
to use the optimum combination of relative inlet Mach number and 
blade loading. The performance of such en axial-flow compressor 
stage using NACA 65-series blower-blade sections and designed on 
the basis of the combination of blade camber and the resulting 
critical mch number that would prtiuce the maximum pressure ratio 
is reported in reference 1. (The critical Mach number is that 
inlet Mach number at which sonic velocity is obtained on the blades.) 
According to caeoade data obtained at the HACA Langley laboratory, 
however, the oritical Metch number may be exceeded up to the force- 
break Maoh ItUIDb8r without a sharp increase in losses. Above the 
force-break Mach number, a sharp increase in drag and deCZTaS8 in 
lift OCOur. me range of angle of attack for low drag, hoWeVer, 
decreases sharply above the critical Mach number and limits the 
efficient flow range at high Mach numbers. 
The single-stage compressor described in reference 1 was there- 
fore investi@ted at the NACA Lewis laboratory at speeds up to 
130 percent of design speed (856 ft/sec) in order to determine the 
limiting Mach number and pressure ratio and to determine the effect 
of Mach number on efficiency, flow range, and optimum operating 
flow conditions. 
Investigations were made at equivalent tip speeds of 920, 962, 
1004, 1046, and 1088 feet per second corresponding to ll0, ll5, 120, 
125, and 130 percent of design speed, respectively. From these data 
and the results of reference 1, the variation of total-pressure ratio, 
efficiency, and relative Mach number at the inlet of the rotor blades 
at the mean radius was determined over a range of equivalent tip 
speeds, and the limiting practical value of relative inlet Mach number 
at the rotor inlet for this blade design was ascertained. The range 
of practical operation of the compressor 'stage was also evaluated. 
The following symbols are used in this report: 
P total pressure, pounds per square foot absolute 
U blade velocity at any radius, feet per second 
UtlW equivalent tip speed correct8d. to standard mM sea-level 
conditions, feet per second 
W weight flow, pounds per second 
w/m weight flow corrected to at3ndard NACA sea-~8v8~~ccmdftforls, 
pounds per second 
6 ratio of absolute pressure to standard NACA sea-level abso- 
lute pressure 
qad 
0 
mass-flow weighted average adiabatic efficiency 
ratio of absolute temperature to s tandard RACEA sea-level 
absolute temperature 
Subscripts: 
0 inletmeasuringstation 
3 outlet measuring station 
t tip radfus 
Blade design. - The b&ding of this compressor ~8 the 8&1118 
as that used in reference 1. The rotor and stator blades were 
designed to prcduce the maxim& pressure ratio by use of the optimum 
combination of blade loading and critical Mach number. The variation 
of crfticalMschnusiberwitZl camberwas obtained fromtwo-dimensicmal 
u&-speed cascade data of the HACA Langley laboratory, 
The blade sections end the angle-of-attack settings were obtained 
from low-speed cascade data (ref8renc8s 2 and. 3) to give the fkt%St 
pressure distribution for the desired turning angle. Because of the 
flat pressure distribution of these deafgo values, they represent 
the approximate an@es of attack for maxim- crftical Mach number. 
The following assumptions were used dn the compressor design: 
(1) Velocity dia@am based on a wheel-type rotation added by 
the inlet gudde vanes, a vortex additfon by the rotor, 
and a symmetrical velocity diagram at the mean radius; 
rotation added by the rotor removed by the stator 
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(2) Ratio of aria1 velocity at the meen radiue to rotor tip 
speed of 0.6, corresponding approximately to maximum 
power-input conditions ' 
'(3) Simple radial equilibrium of pressure from hub to tip at 
the entrance to each blade row 
(4) Relative Mach number at the mean radius entering the rotor 
equal to the absolute Mach number at the same radius 
entering the stator 
The stage consisted of a row of 40 guide vanes, 44 rotor blades, 
and 46 stator blades. The guide vanes were variable-chord, circular- 
arc sheet-metal vanes with a radius of curvature of 4.25 inches. The 
rotor blades were variable-camber, 6-percent thick NXA 65-series 
blower-blade section with a camber that varied from 13.1 at the tip 
to 20.8 at the hub. The stator blades were a constant--%mber 
NACA 65-(13.8)06 sect&. The variation of stator-blade turning 
angle from hub to tip was very small and a constant-camber section, 
with the camber and the angle of attack for the flattest pressure 
distribution at the mean radius, was used. 
A sunmmry of the blade design is presented in the following 
table: 
Guide vane 
Eub Mean Tip 
Radius ratio, leading edge 0.747 0.906 1.000 
Chord, in. 1.43 1.76 1.97 
Included angle, deg 19.3 23,9 26.8 
Solidity 1.740 1.765 1.790 
Incident angle, deg 0 0 0 
Blade thiclmess, in. 0.06 0.06 0.06 
Blade section Circular arc, 4.25-in. radius 
Number of blades 40 
1 
Radius ratio, leading edge 
Turning angle, deg 
Angle of attack, deg 
Relative inlet Mach number 
Stagger angle, deg 
Chord, in. 
Solidity 
Blade section I 
Rc 
I E 
ltor blade 
Hub 
0.800 
39.7 
25.6 
0.668 
45.0 
1.35 
1.69' 
;5-(20.8)06 
Number of blades 441 
Mean 
0.906 
31.2 
18.7 
0.704 
49.1 
1.35 
i-50 
;5-(lS.O)OS 1 E 
Tip 
1.000 
23.4 
15.7 
0.740 
52.8 
1.35 
1.35 
j5-(13.1)06 
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Stator blade 
Hub 
Radius ratio, leading edge 0.832 
Turning angle, deg 31.2 
Angle of attack, deg 17.4 
Stagger angle, deg 47.2 
Absolute inlet Mach number 0.734 
Chord, in. 1.55 
Solidity 1.69 
Blade section 65-(l3.8)06 
Number of blades 46 
-F%- . 
30.7 29.5 
16.75 15.8 
47.j 49.1 
0.702 0.664 
1.35 1.35 
1.56 1.41 
SS-(W.8)06 65-(13.8)06 
Tip 
1.000 
These blades were installed in a variable-component axial-flow 
compressor $hat had a constant tip diameter of 14 inches and a hub 
diameter that varied from 10.464 inches at the guide-vane inlet to 
12.100 inches at the outlet measuring station, approximately 
0.9 chord-length downstream of the stator blades. 
Installation. -Aschematic diamof the compressor installa- 
tion ia shown in figure 1. Air was drawn from the test cell through 
a thin-plate orifice mounted on the end of en orifice tank and flowed 
through a butterfly valve into a depression tank 4 feet in diameter 
and 6 feet long. A series of screens and a 3- by 3-fnch honeycomb 
were used in the depression tank to obtain smooth uniform flow into 
the compressor bellmouth inlet. Theairwas discharged througha 
collector into dual outlets connected to the laboratory exhaust 
system. The air flow and the inlet-tank pressure were cantrolled 
by butterfly valves in the outlet and inlet ducting. The compressor 
w&a driven by a 4OC&horsepower, 20,000-rpm dynamwter. 
Instrumentation. - The.in&rumentation used in this investigation 
was the same as that described in reference 1. Inetrumsntation was 
provided in the depression lx&, stati= 0; after the guide vanes, 
station 1; and at the compressor outlet, station 3. No measurements 
were made after the rotor, station 2. 
Preliminary circmxferential surveys were made in order to locate 
the survey iIU3~lIlnentS so that they were removed from the wakes of 
upstream stationary blades and instruments. 
At SbI.tiOn 0, the pressure and bDp8TFELtUr8 measurements were 
assumed to be stagnatfon values because of the very low velocities 
dn the depressfon tank. At station 1, approximately l/4 chord- 
length upstream of the rotor blades, measurements were made of total 
pressure, _ static pressure, and flow angle for six radial positions. 
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Compressor-outlet measurements of total pressure, static pressure, 
flow z%r4@8, end toteLl tempersture were made at etation 3. To-&al- 
pressure measurements were made with LS-tube circumferential rakes, 
which covered a complete blade passage, at each of four radial 
positions. Static-pressure measursments were made with a single 
radial survey. Total.-temperature measurements were made with four 
radial thermocouple rakes, spced around the periphery, that 
were connected differentially with those at station 0 in such a 
-eras tomeasureenaverage circumferentialvalue of thetem- 
perature rise acr.98 the compressor at each of four radii. Flow- 
angle measurements pr.re trade with a single radial survey. 
Air flow through the compressor was measured with a thin- 
plate orifice. Compressor speed was measured by en electronic- 
type tachometer. 
A more complete description of the instrumentation is given 
in reference 1. 
xrocedure. - The equivalent tip speed Ut/w was varied 
from 920 to 1088 feet per second, corresponding to a range of 
110 to 130 percent of design speed (836 ft/sec). At each epeed 
the air flow was varied from the maximum obtainable to 8. point near 
surge, but the two highest speeds were not extended to surge. For this 
investigation, it was necessary to maintain the pressure in the inlet 
depressipll tank at 15 inches of mercury absolute because of the power 
limitations of the drive equipment. The investigation reported in 
reference 1 was made at a constant inlet-tank pressure of 25 inches of 
mercury absolute. The range of Reynolds number, based on blade chord, 
for this lnvestistion was approximately 258,000 to 290,000 and that 
for reference 1 was 210,000 to 396,000. Check points were made at 
80 percent of design speed at inlet pressures of 15 and 25 inches 
of mercury absolute, which agreed well and indicated that the effect 
of the reduced inlet pressure on the performance of this single- 
stage unit at the hl&er Bpeeds was negligible. 
Methods of calculation. - The total-pressure ratio used in this 
investigation was obtained from a mass-flow weighted average of the 
isentropic energy input integrated across the flow passage (refer- 
ence 4). 
. 
The adiabatic efficiency used in evaluating the compressor per- 
formance was calculated from a mass-flow weighted average of the 
total-temperature rise across the compressor and a mass-flow weighted 
average of the isentropic.energy addition (reference 4). 
. 
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Over-All TO~-~8SSUTe Ratio and Adiabatic Efficiency 
Over-all total-pressure ratio P3/po is .plotted against cor- 
rected weight flow We/E in figure 2.. The data presented in 
reference 1 are included in this figure for comparison. The dashed 
curve indicates the flow condition for design angle of attack of 
the air entering the rotoratthe meanradius; this conditionmay 
be considered to be the operating point at which the main portion 
of the blade most nearly approaches design conditions because the 
radial distribution of angle of attack approached desis closely 
except near the hub and the tip. This design angle of attack 
corresponds to the design point of references 2 and 3, which is 
the angle of attack for the flattest pressure distributfcn for 
this blade section. The maximum-flow limit approaches the design 
flow condition as the speed is increased and, at the highest 
speed (1088 ft/sec), design flow conditions did not occur within 
the obtainable flow range. The total flow range also decreased 
as the speed increased. The flow range at the two highest speeds 
was not established because the flow was not decreased to surge 
in Order to avoid the possibility of blade failure due to the 
combination of vibrations and the high stresses resulting from the 
hi@ tip speeds. 
The total-pressure ratios and the weight flows for peak effi- 
ciency are shown by the dot-dash line crossing the speed curves in 
figure 2. The peak efficiency and the peak pressure ratio occur at 
approximately the same weight flow at all speeds u-p to design speed. 
!I!he flow range from peak efficiency to surge decreases as the speed 
increases up to design speed (836 ft/sec). Above design speed; the 
peak-efficiency point shifts toward the high-flow region and approaches 
the design flow condition at an equivalent tip speed of 1004 feet 
per second. 
The mass-flow weighted average adiabatic efficiency for all 
speeds investigated for this compressor is plotted a&nst corrected 
weightflowinfigure 3. The design flow condition at the mean 
radius entering the rotor is indicated by a bar on each efficiency 
curve. At equivalent tip speeds from 669 to 962 feet per second,, 
corresponding to 80 to 115 percent of design speed, respectively, 
the efficiency is nearly constant at each speed over an appreciable 
range of corrected weight flow correspading to an angle-of-attack 
range of approximately go. Above design speed (836 ft/sec), the 
point of maximum efficiency shifts toward design flow condition 
indicating that the angle of attack for maximum lift-drag ratio 
decreases with incre&ing Mach number. 
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Constant-efficiency contour lines are superimposed on the plot 
of total-pressure ratio against corrected weight flow in figure 4. 
A maximum pressure ratio of 1.635 was obtained at an equivalent tip 
speed of 1088 feet per second with an adiabatic efficiency of 0.74 
(see fig. 3), and a pressure ratio of 1.628 was obtained with an 
adiabatic efficiency of 0.75 at the maximum-efficiency point for 
this speed. 
Variation of Over-All Performance 
with Tip Speed end Mach Number 
The variation of total-pressure ratio, adiabatic efficiency, 
and relative Mch number at the mean radius of the rotor inlet with 
equivalent tip speed is shown in figure 5 for two flow conditions. 
The solid curves represent the flow condition for deeign angle of 
attack, corresponding to the design potit of references 3 end 4 
for this blade section, at the rotor-inlet mean radius. The dashed 
curves represent the flow Condition for maximum efficiency at each 
speed. By use of the Mach number curves, the compressor performance 
at the two flow condftions can be compared on the basis of the Same 
Mxh nuuiber at the mean radius at the rotor inlet aa shown by the 
vertical lines. The mean-radius Mach number is used to represent 
the operating Mach number of the entire blade. Thehlach nwnber at 
the tip ranged from 0.02 at the low speeds to 0.05 at the higher 
speeds above those at the mean radius, and at the hub ranged from 
0.08 at low speeds to .O.lO at high speeds below those at the mean 
radius. . 
The efficiency curves in figure 5 are fairly flat over a range 
of tip speeds from 418 to 920 feet per second, corresponding to a 
b&h nmber range of approximately 0.34 to 0.77, with the mzimum- 
efficiency curve decreasing from 0.93 to 0.89. Above a tip speed 
of 920 feet per second, the efficiency decreases rapidly. 
The total-pressure ratio for design ang&e of attack at the 
rotor-blade mean radius increases steadily with tip speed up to 
1010 feet per second, corresponding to a relative Mch number 
of O-87, beyond which a decrease in pressure ratio occurs. At the 
highest speed investigated (lOBBPt/sec), design angle of attack at 
the mean radius did not occur within the obtainable flow range. 
The pressure ratio obtained at the maximum-efficiency operating 
point increases from 1.095 to 1.635 as the relative inlet Mxh 
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number increases from 0.34 to 0.91 and is higher than that obtained 
at the desis angle of attack at all speede. !Rlie pressJlre-ratio 
cume tends to flatten out in the high Mach number regicm, but does 
not drop off ae does the pressure-ratio curve for desiEpl angle of 
attack. 
The operating point giving the highest pressure ratio without 
a sharp decrease in efficiency occurs at an equivalent tip speed 
of 920 feet per second, at which polat a total-pressure ratio of 1.515 
vas obtained at an adiabatic efficiency of 0.89. This point cor- 
responds to 110 percent of design speed and a relative inlet Mach 
number at the mean radius of the rotor blade of 0.77. 
The inflection in the pressure-ratio curve for mxImm efficiency 
at an equivalent tip speed of 836 feet per second, correeponding to 
a relative Mach number entering the rotor of 0.68, is caused by a 
decrease in the angle of attack for BEZX%IIUII efficiency, a8 showa in 
figure 6. 
The variation in angle of attack at the rotor mean radius with 
relative Mach number at the rotor inlet fe shown in figure 6 for three 
efficiency conditions: (1) maxTmm efficiency, (2) an efficiency 
of 0.85, and (3) an efficiency 0.02 below the mRrrfmlrm efficiency at 
any Mach ntrmber. The desiep angle of attack ie alao ahovn for ccm- 
parison. In this figure, the flovconditimsatthe inlet to the 
rotor at the mean radius are used to indicate the operattig point of 
the compressor . Became the radial distribution of angle of attack 
and I&C&I nmnber approached design closely except near the hub and the 
tip, and because the angle of attack for each blade section u&a desised 
for the flattest pressure distribution by the use of a variable-camber 
blade, the operating potit of the mean section is probably represent- 
ative of the entire paesage. 
An appreciable range of veight flov over which the change in 
efficiency is small exists at speeds from 80 to XL0 percent of design 
speed, making it smevhat difficult to select the maximum-efficiency 
potit. Consideration of the trend of the efficiency curves with 
speed, however, indicates that the angle of attack for maximum 
efficiency is nearly conetent up to a Mach number of 0.68'and is 
approximately 5.5O above design angle of attack. 
Above a I&ch number of 0.68, the angle of attack for lpaximum 
efficiency decreases and approaches a mi@mm value approximately 1.4O 
above the design angle of attack. .This trend would be expected from 
a consideration of the effect of Mach number on the lov-drag range of 
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an.uirfoil section. At low bhh numbers, this range is deffned by a 
~unandamaximumangle ofattackbeyondwhich stallsnd flow 
separation occur with resulting high losees. If compressibility 
effects did not exist, these limits of angle of attack would remain 
appromtely con&ant at all Mach numbers. For the blading of 
this compressor, the trend of these limits is represented by the 
approrimately constant values of angle of attack for an efficiency 
of 0.85 at the low Mach numbers, lo equal to approxiumtely &z above 
end 5' below design angle of attack. 
Because of compressibility effects, however, shock losses occur 
at the extremities of the low-drag range as the force-break Mch 
number ie reached, resulting in a decrease in the low-drag operating 
range at the higher Mach numbers, as well as an increase in drag 
wer the entire operatIngrange. The decrease in low-drag operating 
range tith IncreasingMachnumberis shown tifigure 6. For an 
efficiency of 0.65 or higher (fig. 6), the range of possible angle 
of attack decreases rapidly above a Mach number of about 0.70 snd 
0.64 was the highest Mach number at which an efficiency of 0.65 
could be obtained. The decrease in pressure ratio obtained at design 
angle of attack at the high M%h numbers (fig. 5) is probably due to 
this decrease in low-drag range because the design angle of attack 
is apparently too low to9allwithin the low-dragregion at these 
Mach numbers. Becauee the lift coefficient of a typical airfoil 
section increase8 appreciably beyond the angle of attack for minimum 
drag, the angle of at-back for maximum lift-drag-ratio, or plaximum 
efficiency, lies near the.high+ngle-of-attack end of the low-drag 
range. The angle of attack for marimum efficiency would therefore 
be expected to decrease with the decrease in the low-drag range 
encountered at the high Msch numbers, as shown in figure 6, and to 
approach the angle of attack for ztl&ximura force-break I&ch number. 
Results of a British caecade investigation show a simil.ar trend in 
the performance characteristics at high Mach number for the airfoil 
sections studied in that Fzlvestigation. 
Because the designangle of attack for the blading in this com- 
pressor was based on the angle of attack giving the flattest presqure 
dietribution and because the flattest pressure distribution would be 
eq?ected to permit a max.im~u force-break Mach number, the angle of 
attack for npbximum efficiency would be expected to coincide with the 
design angle of attack at the highest Mech nmber. That they do not 
coincide may be caused by several possible reasons: (1) Difficulty 
may be encountered in selecting the exact ,sngle. of attack giving the 
fLattest pressure diet&ibuti& at low Mach numbers; (2) the angle of 
attack giving the flattest pressure distribution may be different at 
high Mach numbers from that at low Wch numbers at which the deeign 
. 
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angle ofattackwas determined; (3) mismatching of the rotor and the 
stator could cause the lllaxiqm efficiency of the rotor-stator com- 
bination to occur'at a different angle of attack from that for either 
row taken sel;rarately; and (4) the angle of attack plotted in figure 6 
doe8 not account f&r any change in axLa1 velocity acro88 the blade 
row; the effect of thl.8 change in axial velocity, however, wonld 
probablybe to increase iih8 discrepancy. 
Application to Multistage Corupreeeore 
A stage of &p axial-flow cve88or can be designed to produce 
a high preeeure ratio with an acceptable efficiency by use of a 
proper combination of high blade loading and high relative bZBch num- 
her (reference 1). The present investigation shows that even higher 
preesure ratios could be obtained by a further increase in B%ch num- 
her if 8ome sacrifice in flow range snd efficiency were acceptable 
at these high Mach numbers. 
In the application of such a high-preaeure-ratio stage to a 
multistage compressor, however, the reduction in the stage operating 
range may be undesirable because of atage-matching problems. For 
thisreason,limitingthe operatingMachnumberand etagepresaure 
ratio is perhaps advantageous. In addition, because the rotational 
speed of a compressor is establhhed by the limiting Mach number in 
the inlet stage8 where the temperature Is low, it may be impossible 
to operate the later &ages at high equivalent speeds. Operation of 
the later stages near the force-break value of relative Mach number 
may be accomplished by increasing the 8xial oonrponent of velocity, 
but this method is ineffective in obtaining high etage pressure 
ratios. 
In the design of an axial-flow conrpressor stage for multistage 
application in a jet engine, an adequate range with good efficiency 
under part-speed operating conditions is necessary for good starting 
and SCCeleELting ChaEftCt~iStiC8~ The operatinglineofanaxial- 
flow c~eesor in a jet engine is usual.ly such that the angle of 
attackof the inletetageewiUincrea8ewitha decrease in engine 
speed. Ccnvereely, the lower CampreSSiOn at part-epeed operation 
will cause theangle ofattackof the later stage8 to decreaee from 
that at rated 8peed. Deai@ngthe inlet stages faranangle of 
attacknear the lower limit of thegood-efficiencyrangeand the 
later atages near the upper limit is therefore desirable in order to 
resmin in the good-efficiency range at psrt-epeed operation. & 
12 
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compre8sors designed to operate at extremely high Mach numbers, 
however,matchingof the bladerowsisvery criticalbecause of 
the reduced low-drag range, and the angle of attackmustbe that 
for maximum force-break Mach number. 
A single-stage axial-flow compressor designed for a high pres- 
sure ratio was operated over a range of relative inlet Mach numbers 
at the mean radius of Ahe rotor blade8 from 0.34 to 0.91 at speeds 
from 110 to 130 percent of design speed (836 ft/eec). The data 
obtained and the results of a previous investi~tion of the same 
compressor at speed8 from 50 to 100 percent of desiepl speed were 
combined and are summar ized as follows: 
1. A maximum total-pressure ratio of 1.635 with an adiabatic 
efficiency of 0.74 was obtained at an equivalent tip speed of 
1066 feet per second snd, at the peak-efficiency point for thie 
speed, a pressure ratio of 1.628 was obtained at an efficiency 
of 0.75. 
2. At equivalent tip epeede corresponding to 60 to 115 percent 
of design speed, the efficiency wae nesrly constant at a given speed 
over an appreciable range of weight flow, !W.a flow range corresponded 
to a rotor angle-of-attack range of approximately go. 
3. The peak efficiency'gradually decreased from 0.93 at a relative 
Mach number of 0.34at the rotor inlet to 0.89 at a relative b$ach num- 
ber of 0.77, and above a Mach number of 0.77 the efficiency rapidly 
decreased* 
4. The operating point giving the highest preesure ratio without 
a sharp decreaee in efficiency occurred at 110 percent of design speed, 
at which a total-pressure ratio of 1.515 with an adiabatic efficiency 
of 0.89 was obtained. This corresponded to sn equivalent tip speed 
of 920 feet per second and a relative inlet Mach number at the mean 
radius of the rotor of 0.77. 
5. The angle of attaok at the mean radius entering the rotor for 
uatirnum efficiency was nearly constant up to a relative l&ch number 
of approximately 0.68 and was approximately 5.5O above the deals 
value obtained from low-speed cascade data. Above a Mach number 
of 0.68, the angle of attack for maximum efficiency decreased and 
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approached a minimsa value approximately 1.4O above the deeigu Value. 
At the higher Mach numbers, the angle-of-attack range for good effi- l 
ciency rapidly decreased. 
h 
Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory, 
National Advisory ComnIttee for Aeronautics, 
Cleveland, Ohio. 
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Figure 3. - Variation of adlabatlc efficiency with corrected we/ght flow for equivalent tip speeds from 418 to 1088 feet per second. 
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Fipurs 5. - Variation of total-pressure iatio, adiabatic efflciancy, and 
relative Mach number rlth equivalent tlo spead. 
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Figure b. - Varlatlod of rotor angle of attack at mean radius with relative 
rotor-inlet Mach number for three efflcicncy conditions. 
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